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The question of the ratio of lifetimes for the charmed particles D

and D has been given renewed interest with the recent result of the SLAC

Bubble Chamber experiment , which finds T ( D )/T(D ) ~ 1 . 2 _ Q ' 5 , where

T(A) S lifetime of A, A = D+,D . This should be conpared with previous

2) +

experimentation , which had suggested that T ( D ) may be more than five

times x(D ). Thus, it is of considerable importance to understand theoretically

just vhat this ratio should be.

In this latter connection, we should mention that, prior to the result

in Ref.l, several theoretical analyses showed that, in the context of the

standard Salam-Glashow and Weinberg model , augmented vith (perturbative)

QCD , one could indeed accommodate alarge value of T ( D )/T(D ) due to the

annihilation process

B.F.L. Ward ••

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

ABSTRACT

Using the SLAC lattice QCD theory, we derive an effective interaction

density for the process c + u ^ s + d + G, where G is a gluon. In this

way, we calculate the ratio of lifetimes for the D+ and D mesons. Our

result for this ratio is close to unity.

c + u + s + d + G (1)

where G is a gluon,provided certain parameters, primarily the D-meson decay

constant f or constants related to i t , were of the appropriate size. Hence,

with the advent of the result in Ref.l, i t i s of some interest to analyse (1)

in models wherein i t can be computed with reasonable accuracy. We will present

in this le t te r the result of such an analysis in the context of the SLAC

la t t i ce QCD theory ' .

More specifically, in Ref.6 i t has been shown that , to leading order

in 1/g2, the SLAC la t t ice theory results in the effective interaction Hamiltonian
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(2)

where a is the lattice constant, g is the QCE gauge coupling constant,

is quark field of colour a and flavour f at lattice site Ja at

is the Dirac matrix for the direction ^ in thetime t, and a = y yV
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notation of Bjorken and Drell . The function £'(n) is the defining property

of the SLAC theory and is given by

S'M = (-l)n+1/n (3)

in the infinite volume limit in which we shall work. Finally, we note that

CL is the value of the quadratic Casimir operator for the fundamental

representation of 5U(K ) of colour and is given by Cp = (N -l)/2U . To

analyse (l), we use (2) in conjunction with the QCD augmented SU * U

effective interaction

where , assuming five quark flavours with m = 1.84 GeV, we have

f+ = 0.74 . f_ = 1-84

for a one-loop value of 0.31* GeV for the QCD scale 5>> 9'> 1 O ) A .

(5)

Our method of analysis is closely related to that of Ref. l l , wherein

of
one looks at the appropriate amplitude in terms of the fundamental fields I|I

in order to discover the effective interaction density for the process in

question. Following Refs.3 we see that , in our case, the respective amplitude

is as shown in Fig.l , Using (2) and (h) we find that this amplitude i s , using

the methods of Ref-10 and the notation of Eef.T,(the kinematics is summarized

in Fig.l)

a*

/«/•
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3

V

(6)

where we have omitted all Wick contractions in Fig.l which are included

in the standard spectator model 3' '^' of D decay; further, we have introduced

the U(H ) matrices, Xa, a = O,...,H2-1, such that the SU(NC) quark colour

a £

matrices are X , a • 1,...,K -1.

To relate (6) to (l), we must infer the effective interaction for (l)

implied by (6). We view tlie quarks and gluons in (1) as constituents so

•that for application to (l) we are interested in the regime ' (the
large distance regime)

(7)

where

Here we will use m u * 0.33 GeV so that

obtain

0.26 GeV. From (7) and (6) we
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where t(3) = 1.202 is the Riemann seta function of argument 3. The corresponding

effective annihilation (ann) interaction implied by (9) is

f/rr 'do)
vhere we now suppress most sums over colour. Presuming (10) to have been

abstracted ' 'to the continuum we recall the identification

(11)

where

(12)

is the familiar Yang-Mills fieia strength tensor for QCD so that e are
aoc

the 5U(H ) structure constants. A is the respective QCD gluon field. We have

in mind here that the effect of the large distance QCD interactions is to give

the quanta of A a constituent (as opposed to current) masa ' nu. Thus

this mass BL, does not appear explicitly in (11) ; for, the current

mass of A is zero. In comparison, we note that, from Ref.15, we have

m G ^ 0.7 GeV . (13)

On introducing (ll) into (10), we would thus have the effective

Lagrangian for the process (l) for G at rest; to obtain the analogous

quantity for G not at rest, one simply has to replace the sum on k in

(10) with its Lorentz covariant form, after the introduction of {11}. In this

way, we find

-5-

CF

Here we note that the X term in (10) has been dropped because it can be shown

to be negligible by the standard Ferai phase space considerations for D decay.

We may now evaluate the process (l) in the context of D decay.

12}
More precisely, from , we find the amplitude

-P.p.p
2 &

(15)

where eV is the gluon polarization, Pn is the gluon 4-momentum, n is

an appropriate spin four-vector in the D rest frame and the labels \>, v'

2
and a are all colour indices: v, v' = red, white, blue; a = 1,.,.,JJ -1,

The quantity fDo(O) i
3 the value of the D wave function at the origin

In the SLAC model for the D , the c and u quarks reside at a single

site ja. Thus, in this model, the transcription of the definition in Ref.12

for !o(0) leads to the identification

-3/2

Hence, using the standard methods, we find the annihilation rate

(16)
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r
(17)

where i is the phase space integral (Es E P^, E = p°)

Pluse,
Space

V "1
G J

For m = 0.5 GeV we find, numerically,

(18)

= 0.037 (19)

0.3>* GeV in a five-flavour one-loop 5 ) formula for g2(mFurther, for

we have

Finally, in the model of Refs.8, 99-7? of the support of the D wave

function in momentum space lies in the region

(20)

P_| ^ 0.T2 GeV, x,y,z

This gives

- = 0-72 GeV or a = h.U GeV'1

(21)

(22)

if we require that the internal momenta of the D he essentially disjoint from

the momenta on the lattice. Hence, using (19), (20) and (22), we arrive , for

JS = 3, at
G

f (D°+s + d + G ) =2.0 < 10 1 3 GeV (23)

-T-

to be compared with the reasonably agreed upon experimental result

T (D+ •+ all) ~ 8.0 x 1 0 " 1 3 GeV .
exp1 (21*)

Presuming (24) to be the spectator rate for D decay, we find the basic result

of this communication

T ( D + ) / X ( D ° ) = 1.2U (25)

in this (SLAC) lattice QCD model for the relevant large distance physics.

The result (25) is within the experimental errors of the result of

Ref.l. Hence, we feel our calculation emphasises the need for more statistics

in all of the D-lifetime measurements so that a precise experimental value

for the ratio in (25) can ~oe obtained. Only in this way can we assess the

true accuracy of the methods used in this paper.
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SLAC lattice QCD model for the annihilation mechanism

2
to lowest order in 1/g . The superscripts are colour

indices.
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